
PLACEMENT GUIDELINES 
 
The STAR back patch should be placed in the center of the back of the vest.  The chapter rocker should be placed 
flush to the bottom of the back patch leaving no gap, which will give the appearance of a one-piece design. You 
cannot wear two lower rockers. You cannot wear a chapter rocker with out a Back Patch. Wing patches (Vet 
Wing, LOS Wing, Tin Star Wing or Starfire Wing) may be placed either above or below the back patch and 

rocker. No other bike association patch can be worn on a STAR vest. No rocker or upper patch 
will be designed to fit flush at the top of the back patch. NO EXCEPTIONS.  
 
The small STAR arm/vest patch should be placed on the left side of the chest in line with the center of the arm. 
The patch should be placed at a slight angle while lying flat.  It is designed to be straight while the vest is on. 
Small rockers (bike name, chapter position or custom design) should be placed flush to the bottom of this patch, 
again leaving no gap. The arm/vest patch may also be put on the left sleeve of your jacket. 
 
STAR Vets patch should be placed on the right side of the chest directly across from the arm/vest patch, and 
must also be put on at a slight angle. The Branch of Service is laser-cut to fit against the bottom of the patch. The 
bottom of this rocker should hang in line with the bottom of the vest.  
 
Chapter patches can be placed on the left if you are not a STAR Vet; we have additional patches that may also be 
placed here. If you have the STAR Vet patch you may place the chapter patch in a location of your choice keep-
ing in mind the guidelines above.  

OFFICIAL TITLES for Rockers 
CHAPTER PRESIDENT                            CHAPTER VP                                CHAPTER SEC. 
CHAPTER TREAS.                           SERGEANT AT ARMS                CHAPTER WEBMASTER 
LOS REPRESENTATIVE              STAR VETS REP.                         SHEPHERD 
ROAD CAPTAIN                                        TAIL GUNNER                             PAST PRESIDENT 
PAST OFFICER                                          CHARTER #999                            #999 
AREA COORDINATOR                            MEMBERSHIP OFCR 
CHAPLAIN                                          IWMAOFS                                    SAFETY OFFICER 
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